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Severity: Critical Date: October 13, 2021 

Attack complexity: Low 
Type: Poor security configuration  

 

Threat/Attack vector: Network 

 

Cloudflare: bypass & protection. 
 

Description. 
One of the most common misconceptions is that security controls like firewall, IPS, EDR or even SIEM, work by its own, but they’re not 
plug-n-play technology, and they require continuous maintenance, testing and improvement to be efficient. This is the same case for 
WAF solutions as well. During the last weeks, our Red Team team noticed that in some cases, the Cloudflare deployments weren’t 
totally effective to detect malicious activities because best security practices were not followed. 
 

Observations. 
• Availability to find the real IP behind cloudflare using passive recon by retrieving the favicon hash, which is the hidden value that is 

used by services while making requests to other services. 
I. Thus, could allow bypassing of antiDDoS and WAF protection, allowing communication with the server directly 

without performing any protection. 
 

• Subsequent search to get relevant information, such as IP addresses, additional infrastructure, leaks by Shodan API key. 
i. As soon as the favicon hash is known, is possible to retrieve the IP and the subdomain performing a Shodan search, 

confirming through wafw00f tool if the WAF protection has been bypassed. 
 

Recommendation. 
• The server should communicate only with the Cloudflare’s IP addresses; otherwise, the protection becomes almost useless. 

• Quantum CyberSecurity provides consultancy to test, calibrate and improve the protection ratio of your security controls, 
accessible on the page of the Proactive Security Support. Optimize your investments. 

 

References. 
https://support.cloudflare.com/hc/en-us/articles/201897700-Step-4-Recommended-First-Steps-for-all-Cloudflare-users 
https://blog.intigriti.com/2021/01/06/bug-bytes-104-cache-poisoning-dos-burp-themes-a-couple-of-facebook-account-takeovers/ 
 

Next Step: sign up for free Proof of Value! 
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